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Walt Custer’s EIPC Business Outlook Webinar: ‘You Can’t Sugarcoat This Stuff!’  

 

In normal circumstances, it would have been the time of year for the EIPC 
Summer Conference, and Walt Custer would have opened the proceedings with 
his business outlook for the global electronics industry. However, circumstances 
were far from normal. 

We are suffering the global social and economic disruption of the coronavirus 
pandemic, and Europe is subject to lockdown measures and international travel 
restrictions. Conferences have been cancelled. But at the suggestion of EIPC 
President Alun Morgan and Executive Director Kirsten Smit-Westenberg, Walt 
Custer kindly agreed to deliver his business outlook, with emphasis on Europe, by 
webinar. The event was so eagerly anticipated that it sold out within a couple of 
hours of being announced! 

“These are tough times, and this is not going to be the most uplifting 
presentation you ever heard from me, but I’ll do my best to give you an idea of 
what’s going on and when things will turn up again,” said Custer. The global 
manufacturing decline had been made worse by shutdowns driven by the 
coronavirus. Tariffs, trade, and Brexit uncertainties were key issues, and 
geopolitical concerns remained very significant. 

Regarding the global economy, Custer referred to two recent projections. The 
International Monetary Fund envisaged the Euro area GDP going down by about 
7.5% this year and the world down about 3%. Current World Bank forecasts had 
the Euro area down 9%, the world down 5%, and the U.S. down 6%. Only China 
would show any economic growth, but dramatically less than its typical 6% rate 
at about 1%. The contraction in global GDP in 2020 would result in the deepest 
global recession in eight decades, despite unprecedented policy support. 

The whole world is feeling the crunch, but projections are better for 2021, in the 
4% range. But Custer reminded us that these were relative to 2020 figures, so 
there were a couple of tough years ahead. Looking to the future, he considered 



the whole electronic supply chain in terms of the economy, electronic equipment, 
and components, and commented on what he believed would happen. Custer 
used purchasing managers’ indices as valuable leading indicators of the short 

term.  

The global index had contracted heavily in April, and although it recovered a little 
in May, it remained substantially below the neutral line. Likewise, with the index 
for Europe, all of the European countries contracted in April. Only China was 
showing slight growth in May. It was no surprise that the world was still 
challenged. It might take until the end of this year before manufacturing began 
growing again. 

Against that economic background, Custer looked at quarterly worldwide 
electronic equipment shipments, which had dropped about 5% year-on-year in 
the first quarter of 2020 based on input from 230 companies, and analysed in 
terms of company sales and geographic data. Sales had dropped off sharply in 
March, came up slightly in April, and were flat in May. 

Electronic supply chain data indicated that most of the world contracted in the 
first quarter of 2020. Only semiconductor capital equipment, semiconductors, 
data storage, and rigid and flex laminate showed any growth, but most sectors 
contracted. In Europe, there was a contraction in most areas. 

Looking at markets with a European focus, the automotive equipment industry 
was down almost 14% in the first quarter, and there was a dramatic downturn in 
vehicle production in March. The same happened in the U.S.: all of the factories 
were shut down because of the pandemic. 

Military and aerospace were down about 6%. Airbus and Boeing were hit very 
hard. People stopped travelling, airlines stopped buying aircraft, and Boeing had 
the additional burden of their reliability issues. Instruments and controls had 
traditionally been a very solid sector but were down 5% globally and sharply in 
Europe during March. April data was awaited. 

Medical equipment was down 10% globally, although Europe rebounded 
somewhat, mainly due to respirators. The more volume markets, like computers 
and cellphones, although maybe not key to Europe, were expected to be down 
about 14% in 2020. 



Semiconductor shipments by area were effectively a measure of electronic 
production by region. China represented about 35%, the rest of Asia 27%, U.S. 
22%, Europe 8%, and Japan 9%. These figures gave an indication of the total 
available market for electronic assembly products. Anomalous figures for North 
America were probably caused by inventory building or panic buying. 

The DMASS industry body collated and published market data on European 
semiconductor distribution, showing shipments of semiconductors and 
components by region, which were useful for monitoring trends in assembly. The 
figures for the first quarter were down 12%, and Custer was not expecting them 
to come up in the second quarter. He considered that all electronic equipment 
sectors in Europe were effectively contracting. It was basically a flat period, but it 
was possible to monitor industry growth using this kind of data. 

Custer’s composite of 52 publicly traded EMS and ODM companies showed a 
downturn in sales of about 10% in the first quarter of 2020. 10% seemed to be a 
consistent number across the global supply chain. The Taiwan ODM companies 
took a sharper seasonal drop in February 2020 than in 2019 because of less 
consumer demand and less industrial demand for their products. 

Then, Custer turned his attention to PCBs: “The world production of PCBs is going 
to be down this year, and who knows by how much?” Custer guessed the figure 
would be in the region of 5%. Taiwanese-owned companies had dropped-off 
sharply in February, came back in March–April, but were flat in May and below 
the trendline of the graph. South Korean-owned companies dropped off in the 
first quarter, but seasonally, they were up versus 2019. Japan had been flat for a 
number of years. North American production had increased, probably because of 
concerns about supply worldwide. The figures were based on IPC data and only 
represented about 35 companies, but he believed the trend was positive. 

 

Custer had access to a lot of European data, and he gratefully acknowledged 
Michael Gasch and Hans Friedrichkeit for providing previously unpublished 
figures. According to current data from Gasch, the value of European PCB 
production in 2019 was 1.7 billion euros. Germany took the largest share at 
42.6%, followed by Austria and Switzerland 17.1%, Italy 11.8%, France 8.5%, 
the U.K. 8.6%, Spain 2.4%, Belgium, Netherlands and Scandinavia 4.2%, and 
Central Europe 4.8%. Russia and former Soviet Union countries were not included 
in these figures. The graph of European PCB production by year showed a fall in 
2019 over 2018 of about 5%. Over the longer term, there had been a substantial 
decline since 2000 as more and more business went to Asia, and the curve had 
been substantially flat since 2012. 



European PCB production categorised by technology showed multilayers to 
constitute about 41% and double-sided plated-through about 17%. By end 
market, the industrial sector has been about 41%, the medical sector about 20%, 
and there had been no great change in market segmentation from 2010 to 2019. 
In summary, between 2013 and 2019, revenues had fallen from 1.8 billion euros 
to 1.76 billion and staff numbers from 16,700 to 15,800. The total number of 
companies had dropped from 272 to 187 over the same period. Europe’s top 41 
PCB companies in 2019, as listed by Gasch, had Würth Group as largest followed 
by AT&S, KSG Group, Schweizer Electronic, and Elvia. 

Custer listed Gasch’s comments on the European PCB industry: 

 In February and March, there was hope that because of the coronavirus in 
China, a lot of business would come to Europe, and then came the 
coronavirus not only to Europe but to the world. 

 The general opinion has changed in April, and now it is that PCB suppliers 
(as well the whole supply chain from component distributors to EMS 
companies) are suffering. The lockdown all over Europe, the halt of 
production (but especially in the automotive sector) has led initially to 
corrections and postponements but later to hefty cancellations of orders. 
As the global production of vehicles expects a decline of 20–25% this year, 
suppliers to this industry and its subcontractors will have a long dry 
season. 

 The only exception is the medical segment, but it depends on the 
discipline (ventilators good/dentists bad). 

 The prospects are not good. In addition, we have in Europe the coming 
Brexit, and in this poker round, all is still open (and most likely it leads to 
a very hard Brexit, which will hurt the U.K. more than the EU, especially 
under coronavirus aspects). 

 Unemployment rises as well in Europe, but unlike the “promised land 
USA,” we have, in most countries, a functioning social net. With the 
impending civil war in “God’s own country,” consumers will be hesitant to 
spend money—especially as they may lose their jobs. And this will have 
consequences for the rest of the world if there are no takers for the 
products offered. 

Hans Friedrichkeit commented: 

 Europe’s recovery will be a rocky road until the second half of 2021. 
 The German economy is likely to contract by 6.6% this year and then 

grow by 10.2% from this low level next year. This is the result of the 
update of the ifo (Leibniz Institute for Economic Research at the University 
of Munich) economic forecast for 2020/2021 based on the evaluation of 
the ifo survey conducted among companies in May. 

 On average, they consider a normalization of their own business situation 
within nine months to be the most likely case, according to German ifo 
Institute on 5/28/2020. 

 After a sharp slump of 12.4% in the second quarter of 2020, the economy 
should, therefore, recover by the middle of next year. 

The economic forecasts he provided indicated that German GDP would be down 
7% in 2020, with inflation at 1%. Equivalent figures for the Eurozone were 7.5% 
and 0.7%, and for the U.K., 7.5% and 1.2%. These forecasts were in line with 
those of the most recent world data from the IMF and the World Bank. 



Friedrichkeit reckoned German PCB production to have shrunk by approximately 
11% to around 750 million euros in 2019, compared with 840 million euros in 
2018 and 790 million euros in 2017. His rough estimate for German PCB 
production in 2020 was 640 million euros, corresponding to a fall of 15%. The 
good news was that with 3.6 million new passenger car registrations in 2019, 
Germany was showing 5% growth compared with 2018. In contrast, the bad 
news was that after having shrunk by 9.3% in 2018, German passenger car 
production shrank again by 8.9% in 2019 and 19% of car manufacturers and 
suppliers were introducing or planning short-time working in the first quarter of 
2020. 

 

In general, the automotive market was in difficult times. Bosch had anticipated 
that global automobile production would shrink in 2020 for the third year in 
succession and expected a further decline of 2.6% to around 89 million vehicles 
worldwide—almost 10 million units fewer than in 2017. The company was 
preparing for a flat level of production in the coming years and did not expect 
global automobile production to increase before 2025. 

Custer discussed the world market for PCB process equipment, laminate, and 
materials. Process equipment suppliers were down 2% in the first quarter. 
Materials suppliers were down 7% during the same period and, surprisingly, rigid 
and flex laminate were up about 4%. Anyone selling into the printed circuit 
manufacturing industry could expect a flat year in 2020. 

Custer then looked at the world market for PCBs by region. Taiwan and China 
were clearly the biggest, although their demand was seasonal. Adding-up the 
whole market, he believed that shipments would be down about 5% on the year. 
Newly published World Semiconductor Trade Statistics figures were predicting 6% 
growth in shipments, although Custer considered them over-optimistic. For the 
European economy, most of the end markets were negative, and the purchasing 
managers’ index was below 1. The latest economic data from the World Bank had 
Europe down 9.1% and a recovery in 2021. “It looks like a couple of tough 
years,” he stated. 

Custer’s closing comments were that although the market had reached the 
bottom and begun to improve, the coronavirus pandemic would significantly 
impact 2020. Trade disputes would impact long-standing regional alliances, Brexit 
and U.S.-driven impulsive market actions would remain as problems, and 
electronic assembly might shift globally to countries less affected by tariffs. 
However, many good new electronic products are on the horizon, and 5G offers 
exciting opportunities for the next decade. 



The audio recording from the webinar held on June 
23rd is available for EIPC members. If you are 
interested in receiving a copy, please send an email 
to the EIPC team. Email; kwestenberg@eipc.org 
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Supply Chain: the Fabless mirage 
      

In recent months, the dependence of our industry has been highlighted and has become a 
real concern and a real danger. At this time, producing in France and Europe must no 
longer be seen as an exploit, but as an actual strategy, respected and necessary. 

"Fabless" is a term introduced in 2001 to announce a strategy of divestment of production 
centres in order to focus on product design. This word was perceived and received to mean 
"No manufacturing" or "We no longer manufacture here," and had a very negative impact 
on the industry and the industrial education of the younger generations. 

Until 2001, major industries in Europe, the United States and Japan often had their 
production centres and supply chain of subcontractors in their own countries. This was 
followed by the transfer of these centres. The major industrial groups focused on the design 
of their products and relocated everything related to manufacturing to China, and the links 
in the supply chains suffered greatly. 

As a business leader, I have seen the process of re-localization take place. I will always 
remember the person who told me: "You don't understand anything, we are a country of 
thinkers and designers and we will have everything manufactured elsewhere in cheap 
countries; but we will keep the research centres and the control of the product." The 
research and the entire value chain eventually migrated along with the production, soon 
followed by the end product. Those who imagined that countries could simply manufacture 
and let others think have shown ignorance and contempt for those to whom they 
transferred the task of manufacturing. 

Strategic decision 

In welcoming production, China has been able to invest, develop research and its engineers, 
and be at the forefront of innovation by muscling in on all the links in the chain, all the way 
up to the final product. The Chinese and Asian peoples can be congratulated for their 
tremendous progress and the hundreds of millions of jobs they have created. What Asia has 
developed through the off shoring of manufacturing is a very good story. 



But as far as we are concerned, in Europe, this must not translate into complete dependence 
and it is up to us to preserve the different links in the value chains at a level that does not 
compromise our independence. We also need to manufacture because production is a 
crucial step in the value chain, it accompanies innovation, and creates jobs all around it. 

No more manufacturing would precipitate Europe into a phase of regression. It is a strategic 
decision that we need to adopt and a culture change that we need to imprint into all sectors. 
We need to revive our industry by addressing every link in the chain. 

Job-bringing idea 

In Europe, there is no medium-term commitment from major contractors in the electronic 
sector - except in neither the field of defence - nor a clearly expressed will of governments. 
Subcontractors in Asia, confident of being seen as strategic links by their government and 
customers, have invested and will invest in the best equipment and personnel. Asian 
countries make sets in the supply chain by connecting all the links in places close together in 
the form of a cluster. 

European subcontractors are ready to invest and recruit, if the major contractors support 
them by forging lasting relationships and involving them in new programmes. For large 
companies, the preservation of a chain's links can become a winning economic factor thanks 
to the added value of the supplier-customer relationship, created by proximity, and bringing 
value to both. 

Producing in France and Europe must not be seen not as a feat, stubbornness, an endless 
race against relocation, but as a real strategy, respected and necessary. Industrial recovery is 
a strong idea that brings jobs and added value and security for the entire chain. 

Proximity as a value 

In 2020, everything has changed. The last few months have changed everything; the 
dependence of our industry has been highlighted, and has become a real concern and a real 
danger. Tensions between China and the United States can lead to supply blockages in 
critical supply chain links. The Covid-19 pandemic has highlighted the need for strong, local 
links along the chain. In turbulent times, supply disruptions could jeopardize the entire 
chain. Proximity is an asset that regains its value. 

The chain has its value, that of the weakest link. It is becoming dangerous to become only a 
Europe of consumers. The battle is not lost because the European industries that have 
survived relocation are active and of quality. 

The example of the printed circuit board in the electronic supply chain 

To illustrate this article published recently, I will take as an example the sector that I worked 
in for 40 years: The Printed Circuit in the Electronic supply chain 

The Printed Circuit is a link in the electronics manufacturing chain that is practically 
everywhere. 

A Printed Circuit is a medium for electrically maintaining and connecting a set of electronic 
components to one another, with the aim of creating a complex electronic circuit. These are 



the green cards that you often see in equipment and on which the components are then 
welded. It is not a standard product. For each application, a custom circuit board is designed. 

It is a strategic and highly technical link whose technology is evolving very quickly. 
Electronics is now everywhere, from toys to rockets and ventilators. The complexity of its 
circuit boards allows tens of thousands of interconnections in smart phones or in electric 
cars for example. 

In 1990, there were 200 companies in France manufacturing circuit boards, 5000 direct jobs 
and high hopes for the future and a turnover estimated at 500 million dollars. 

Since then, electronics has become now essential in almost all sectors: transport, telecom, 
medical, defence, consumer products... 

However, in 2019, the turnover of printed circuits manufactured in France was only 150 
million dollars (0.2% of the world's production) with about fifteen remaining manufacturers 
while the world turnover of manufacturing of printed circuit boards was 70,000 Million 
dollars or 500 times more than in France. 

Europe produces only $2,000 million, or 3% of world production 

In 2020 in France there are 1500 jobs, 25,000 all over Europe and in Asia 3,000,000 jobs. 

Current manufacturing in countries such as Thailand or Vietnam is superior to that of 
Europe. 

The European circuit boards manufacturers surviving the effect of FABLESS are mainly high 
level companies, technically speaking, who, if they had a commitment to the future, could 
accompany the major developments to come and bring a lot to the table. It is not a question 
of relocating Asian production, but the small percentage kept and preserved of the 
European market will be beneficial in terms of control of the final product, innovation, 
employment and the preservation of independence. 

Will they have their chance? 

9 tips to leave the time of "fabless" 

1. Change connections and commitments along the supply chain; 
2. Conditioning the support provided by states to companies to respect a minimum 

production quota in the various links of their supply chain; 
3. Promoting industrial education; 
4. Helping to hire young people by taking care of part of the cost of 

apprentices/alternates/trainees; 
5. Supporting investment and digital transformation; 
6. Lower production taxes; 
7. Helping collaborative projects between the links of the chains as well as with the 

research centres; 
8. Focus on support to the links in industrial chains by creating industrial jobs in Europe, 

because every industrial job creates two more jobs around itself. 
9. Tax exemptions for corporate income that is reinvested as equity or back into the 

company 



Conclusion 

What we have just lived through and the existing potential tensions must push us to change. 
The globalisation of the future must be accompanied by the preservation of our 
independence, the development of our industry and of jobs in Europe. 

Bernard Bismuth 

Paris, June 13th 2020 

About the author - Bernard Bismuth is one of the leading lights in the European PCB industry, 
running his own company for over 40 years. He is currently Professor in the MBA program at 
HEC. 

Part of this article was published in Les Echos in June 2020.  
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Polytronics will acquire TCLAD, the thermal management business of Henkel, to supply the 
global demands of high thermal conductivity panels  

July 8, 2020, Taipei – Polytronics Technology Corporation (6224.TW)* announced today that 
it will, through its subsidiary, sign into agreements with Henkel US Operations Corporation# 
for acquisition of the entire assets and business of Insulated Metal Substrates panels and 
circuits of its TCLAD division (including the plant and facilities of approximately 100,000 
square feet located in Prescott Wisconsin, machinery and equipment, inventory, 
trademarks, patents, copyrights, know-how, technologies, customer relationship, goodwill, 
and continued employment of around 273 employees, but excluding debts).  

Henkel’s TCLAD division was formerly the Insulated Metal Substrates department of 
Bergquist, acquired by Henkel in 2014.  TCLAD developed its proprietary wet process more 
than 30 years ago for manufacturing high-quality dielectrics designed for all kinds of 
applications of high conductivity, including products for commercial, industrial, and 
automotive lighting, industrial power modules, aerospace, and defence.  It has hundreds of 
customers spreading all over North America, Europe, South Korea, Taiwan, and China, and 
more than fifty percent of them are single source.  TCLAD has been the leading 
manufacturer of thermal conductive panels worldwide for more than three decades.  Its 
technology and product specs have always been the pioneer benchmarks for customers and 
rival firms in the industry.  

Edward Chu, the Chairman & CEO of Polytronics, said that Polytronics has chipped in the 
insulated metal substrate market since 2007, and independently developed an eco-friendly, 
non-solvent dry process, which is unique among peers.  Polytronics has been selling to 
customers for TV back light units, commercial and automotive lighting, and high-speed 
computing, and is the only dedicated manufacturer of insulated metal substrates in Asia.  
Through this acquisition, Polytronics will procure the globally leading position and channels, 
achieve mutual complementation of dry and wet process and joint platform of technological 
R&D, and compile a fuller product portfolio for world-class orders in demand of calibrated 
high-end thermal conductivity.  It is anticipated that, after the post-close integration, the 
consolidated revenue of Polytronics will increase more than 50%.  

In prospect, there will be a substantial growth of electrical vehicles in next few years and the 
thermal management requirements will consequently escalate significantly because of the 
IGBT power modules used.  Insulated metal substrate panels are the most effective solutions 
for such thermal dissipation needs.  Polytronics’ acquisition of TCLAD is not only a win-win 
combination expanding its marketing deployment worldwide, but also a forward-looking 



 

 

deployment coping with the EV demands, that could jointly boost the consolidated revenue 
and profitability of Polytronics in the midterm.  

The official European Distributor for Polytronics is  

 
Brain4PCB GmbH 
Bischheimerstraße 14 
67292 Kirchheimbolanden 
www.brain4pcb.de 
Contact: Frank Bentzinger 
phone:  +49 (0) 6352 / 67 88 21 – 0 
fax:        +49 (0) 6352 / 67 88 21 - 9 
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New partnership with Italian distributor Dallco SAS  
 
Just in the middle of this challenging year 2020 the AUTOMATION SYSTEMS AND SERVICE 
LUIPPOLD E.K. starts a prosperous cooperation in the Italian Market with Dallco SAS, based 
in Verona / Italy. For more than 30 years we are well known as a trusted distributor for the 
PCB industry. “Dallco SAS stands for technologies that really matches the latest demands 
and of course for continuous and reliable service“ , said Frank Tinnefeld , Head of Sales and 
Marketing at Luippold e.K.. 
 
AUTOMATION SYSTEMS AND SERVICE LUIPPOLD E.K. offers a wide range of loading and 
unloading automation systems, multilayer flash cutting & edge bevelling machines, 
automation systems for DI/AOI processes, registration systems for DI processes, material 
storage systems,  integrated AGV (automatic guided vehicle )-technologies.  

 
 
A professional project team provides the planning and realization of complete process line 
solutions as well as flexible solutions for individual challenges, alwaysfocused on your 
productivity and your quality.  



 
Included in Luippold’sproduduct portfolio being represented now by Dallco SAS is also the 
soldermask inkjet technologyproduced by Notion Systems in Germany, with outrages 
advantages which will revolutionize the solder mask process in the PCB industry from now 
on. 
 

 
Enormous cost saving potentials by eliminating expensive traditional coating, exposure, 
development and drying processes are just some key features. 
Completely new technology possibilities through unique digital printing strategies are 
available already today with this technology. 
 
“German efficiency, proofed quality and a passion for what they are doing - we are looking 
forward to a long and successful partnership with AUTOMATION SYSTEMS AND SERVICE 
LUIPPOLD E.K.“, said Managing Director Gaetano Dall Ora. 
 
Ask for more … 

 

AUTOMATION SYSTEMS AND SERVICE LUIPPOLD 

E.K. 

Frank Tinnefeld 
Director Sales & Marketing 
+49 7236 9338023 
Frank.tinnefeld@ass-luippold.de 
www.ass-luippold.de 

 

Dallco sas 

Gaetano Dall Ora 
Managing Director 
+39 045 6800560 
Info@dallco.net 
www.dallco.net 
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Medical Device PCB standard reaches new milestone - aim for late 
summer industrial launch  
 
Recently the IPC 6012 Medical Device Addendum reached a new milestone, passing the 
ballot after Industry review.  
 
“We are extremely content with this step forward, moving us closer to industry launch. The 
development of PCB standards is in general a time consuming process, the one for the 
Medical Addendum is no exception”, says Elmaticas Chair of the Medical Addendum Task 
group, Jan Pedersen. 
 
In 2016 Elmatica initiated a task group for Medical Applications. IPC accepted the challenge 
and founded IPC-6012 and 6013 Medical Addendum with Jan Pedersen as Chair. 
 
Different industries require different standard settings 
“Developing the standard we have had to look into all aspects and needs for medical 
devices. Identifying PCBs used in several applications such as implants and hearing-aids that 
have line widths, thickness, hole sizes and other features below current tolerances and limits 
in today’s Design, performance and acceptability standard”, says Pedersen. 
 
Imperfections in materials that would be acceptable in other industries, may cause 
application failures in Medical Devices, same goes for what test frequency waivers are 
accepted within the industry, all factors that need to be analyzed and discussed in the Task 
Group. 
 
One down - one to go with the IPC 6013EM 
“Other obstacles we have faced are terminology, how to name different sections and PCBs, 
like Micro PCBs, and different Design Producibility Levels. For the last one we had to suggest 
a new level due to the complexity for Medical Device Applications, a completely new level, 
Level D”, says Pedersen.  
 
“Developing standards is time consuming, however we aim for industry launch of IPC 
6012EM late summer. Now we start working on the IPC 6013EM, hoping for launch around 
November” says Pedersen. 
For questions: 
Guro Krossen, +47 48193838  guro.krossen@elmatica.com 
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IMAPS-UK MicroTech 2020 Online - 16 September 2020 

Advanced Packaging 

System in Package, 3D and Wafer Level Assembly, Advanced Thermal Management Materials and 

Plastic Packaging for Electronics and Photonics. 
Free for IMAPS Members * 

£50 (exc VAT) for Non-Members of IMAPS ** 
* Free to Attend for the following categories of IMAPS-UK Members (Individual, Corporate, Academic, Student) 

and Members of IMAPS Worldwide. 

** Non-Members of IMAPS (including those only registered on IMAPS-UK website) 

Register Here 

 

  

 

For any other details or information please contact: 

IMAPS-UK Secretariat 

125 High Street Chesterton 

Cambridge  CB4 1NL UK 

Tel: +44 0131 2029004 

e-mail: Office@imaps.org.uk 
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Google scraps cloud initiative in China 
‘SENSITIVE MARKETS’: The previously unannounced project would involve the company 
handing over control of data to a third party to sidestep privacy concerns 

 
Google has abandoned plans to offer a major new cloud service in China and other politically 
sensitive countries due in part to concerns over geopolitical tensions and the COVID-19 
pandemic, two employees familiar with the matter said, revealing the challenges for US tech 
giants to secure business in those markets. 

In May, the search giant shut down the initiative, known as “Isolated Region” and which 
sought to address nations’ desires to control data within their borders, the employees said. 

The action was considered a “massive strategy shift,” said one of the employees, who added 
that Isolated Region had involved hundreds of employees scattered around the world. 

Alphabet Inc’s Google is pouring money into cloud computing, part of a broader effort to 
find new sources of growth beyond search advertising. 

Google Cloud last year generated US$8.9 billion in revenue — a 53 percent increase over the 
previous year — as it has pushed into sectors such as finance and government that require 
special security clearance and features that shield confidential data. Rivals Microsoft Corp 
and Amazon.com Inc already offer these capabilities through their cloud units. 

Google’s decision to nix the Isolated Region project was made partly because of global 
political divisions, which were exacerbated by the pandemic, said the employees, who 
requested anonymity because the project had not been made public. 

The initiative would have allowed Google to set up cloud services controlled by a third party, 
such as a locally owned company or a government agency. 

The result would be a business sequestered from Google’s existing cloud computing 
services, which include data centers and computer networks. 

In January last year, amid growing tensions between the US and China, Google decided to 
pause its plans for Isolated Region in China and instead began to prioritize potential 
customers in Europe, the Middle East and Africa, the employees said. 



 

 

The project was scrapped entirely in May, and Google has since weighed a pared back cloud 
offering to enter China, they said. 

A Google spokeswoman said Isolated Region was shelved because “other approaches we 
were actively pursuing offered better outcomes.” 

She declined to detail those approaches. 

“We have a comprehensive approach to addressing these requirements that covers the 
governance of data, operational practices and survivability of software,” the spokeswoman 
said. “Isolated Region was just one of the paths we explored to address these 
requirements.” 

“What we learned from customer conversations and input from government shareholders in 
Europe and elsewhere is that other approaches we were actively pursuing offered better 
outcomes,” the spokeswoman said. “Google does not offer and has not offered cloud 
platform services inside China.” 

One of the employees said that the plan involved selling cloud services in what Google calls 
“sovereignty sensitive markets,” such as China and the EU, where there are strict laws for 
companies offering services that involve the collection or processing of people’s data. 

The project, which began in early 2018, sought to address rules in China that require 
Western companies to form a joint venture with a Chinese partner company when they 
provide data or networking services, one of the employees said. 

In such a relationship, the partner company would have retained both physical and 
administrative control over user data. 

The arrangement was intended to satisfy Chinese authorities while also providing a barrier 
between Google’s Isolated Region cloud services and the rest of its data center network, 
which stores and processes e-mails, documents, photographs and other data from its users, 
the employee said. 

By handing over control of user data to third-party companies in foreign countries, Isolated 
Region also aimed to appease privacy concerns about the US government’s potential ability 
to carry out covert surveillance of Google’s Cloud services, the employee said. 

Those concerns increased in March 2018, following the passing of the Clarifying Lawful 
Overseas Use of Data Act, better known as the CLOUD Act, a federal law that granted US law 
enforcement agencies more power to request personal data stored by US technology 
companies even if the data is stored on servers located outside of the US, the employee 
said. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

How the Digital Camera Transformed Our Concept of History 

We’re capturing the mundane as well as the memorable 

By Allison Marsh 
 

 
Inside the Development of Light, the Tiny Digital Camera That Outperforms DSLRs 

 

 
Digital Photography: The Power of Pixels 
 



 

 

 
Photo: George Eastman Museum. This 1975 digital camera prototype used a 100-by-100-pixel CCD to capture 
images. Digital photography didn’t enter the mainstream for another 20 years. 
 
For an inventor, the main challenge might be technical, but sometimes it’s timing that 
determines success. Steven Sasson had the technical talent but developed his prototype for 
an all-digital camera a couple of decades too early. 

A CCD from Fairchild was used in Kodak’s first digital camera prototype 
It was 1974, and Sasson, a young electrical engineer at Eastman Kodak Co., in Rochester, 
N.Y., was looking for a use for Fairchild Semiconductor’s new type 201 charge-coupled 
device. His boss suggested that he try using the 100-by-100-pixel CCD to digitize an image. 
So Sasson built a digital camera to capture the photo, store it, and then play it back on 
another device. 

Sasson’s camera was a kluge of components. He salvaged the lens and exposure mechanism 
from a Kodak XL55 movie camera to serve as his camera’s optical piece. The CCD would 
capture the image, which would then be run through a Motorola analog-to-digital converter, 
stored temporarily in a DRAM array of a dozen 4,096-bit chips, and then transferred to audio 
tape running on a portable Memodyne data cassette recorder. The camera weighed 3.6 
kilograms, ran on 16 AA batteries, and was about the size of a toaster. 

After working on his camera on and off for a year, Sasson decided on 12 December 1975 
that he was ready to take his first picture. Lab technician Joy Marshall agreed to pose. The 
photo took about 23 seconds to record onto the audio tape. But when Sasson played it back 
on the lab computer, the image was a mess—although the camera could render shades that 
were clearly dark or light, anything in between appeared as static. So Marshall’s hair looked 
okay, but her face was missing. She took one look and said, “Needs work.” 

Sasson continued to improve the camera, eventually capturing impressive images of 
different people and objects around the lab. He and his supervisor, Garreth Lloyd, 
received U.S. Patent No. 4,131,919 for an electronic still camera in 1978, but the project 
never went beyond the prototype stage. Sasson estimated that image resolution wouldn’t 



 

 

be competitive with chemical photography until sometime between 1990 and 1995, and 
that was enough for Kodak to mothball the project. 

Digital photography took nearly two decades to take off 
While Kodak chose to withdraw from digital photography, other companies, including Sony 
and Fuji, continued to move ahead. After Sony introduced the Mavica, an analog electronic 
camera, in 1981, Kodak decided to restart its digital camera effort. During the ’80s and into 
the ’90s, companies made incremental improvements, releasing products that sold for 
astronomical prices and found limited audiences. [For a recap of these early efforts, see 
Tekla S. Perry’s IEEE Spectrum article, “Digital Photography: The Power of Pixels.”] 

      
Photos: John Harding/The LIFE Images Collection/Getty ImagesApple’s QuickTake, introduced in 1994, was one of 
the first digital cameras intended for consumers. 
 
Then, in 1994 Apple unveiled the QuickTake 100, the first digital camera for under 
US $1,000. Manufactured by Kodak for Apple, it had a maximum resolution of 640 by 480 
pixels and could only store up to eight images at that resolution on its memory card, but it 
was considered the breakthrough to the consumer market. The following year saw the 
introduction of Apple’s QuickTake 150, with JPEG image compression, and Casio’s QV10, the 
first digital camera with a built-in LCD screen. It was also the year that Sasson’s original 
patent expired. 

Digital photography really came into its own as a cultural phenomenon when the Kyocera 
VisualPhone VP-210, the first cellphone with an embedded camera, debuted in Japan in 
1999. Three years later, camera phones were introduced in the United States. The first 
mobile-phone cameras lacked the resolution and quality of stand-alone digital cameras, 
often taking distorted, fish-eye photographs. Users didn’t seem to care. Suddenly, their 
phones were no longer just for talking or texting. They were for capturing and sharing 
images. 



 

 

 
Photo: David Duprey/APIn 2005, Steven Sasson posed with his 1975 prototype and Kodak’s latest digital camera 
offering, the EasyShare One. By then, camera cellphones were already on the rise. 
 
The rise of cameras in phones inevitably led to a decline in stand-alone digital cameras, the 
sales of which peaked in 2012. Sadly, Kodak’s early advantage in digital photography did not 
prevent the company’s eventual bankruptcy, as Mark Harris recounts in his 
2014 Spectrum article “The Lowballing of Kodak’s Patent Portfolio.” Although there is still a 
market for professional and single-lens reflex cameras, most people now rely on their 
smartphones for taking photographs—and so much more. 

How a technology can change the course of history 
The transformational nature of Sasson’s invention can’t be overstated. Experts estimate that 
people will take more than 1.4 trillion photographs in 2020. Compare that to 1995, the year 
Sasson’s patent expired. That spring, a group of historians gathered to study the results of a 
survey of Americans’ feelings about the past. A quarter century on, two of the survey 
questions stand out: 

 During the last 12 months, have you looked at photographs with family or friends? 

 During the last 12 months, have you taken any photographs or videos to preserve 
memories? 

In the nationwide survey of nearly 1,500 people, 91 percent of respondents said they’d 
looked at photographs with family or friends and 83 percent said they’d taken a 
photograph—in the past year. If the survey were repeated today, those numbers would 
almost certainly be even higher. I know I’ve snapped dozens of pictures in the last week 
alone, most of them of my ridiculously cute puppy. Thanks to the ubiquity of high-quality 
smartphone cameras, cheap digital storage, and social media, we’re all taking and sharing 
photos all the time—last night’s Instagram-worthy dessert; a selfie with your bestie; the spot 
where you parked your car. 

So are all of these captured moments, these personal memories, a part of history? That 
depends on how you define history. 



 

 

For Roy Rosenzweig and David Thelen, two of the historians who led the 1995 survey, the 
very idea of history was in flux. At the time, pundits were criticizing Americans’ ignorance of 
past events, and professional historians were wringing their hands about the public’s 
historical illiteracy. 

Instead of focusing on what people didn’t know, Rosenzweig and Thelen set out to quantify 
how people thought about the past. They published their results in the 1998 book The 
Presence of the Past: Popular Uses of History in American Life (Columbia University Press). 
This groundbreaking study was heralded by historians, those working within academic 
settings as well as those working in museums and other public-facing institutions, because it 
helped them to think about the public’s understanding of their field. 

Little did Rosenzweig and Thelen know that the entire discipline of history was about to be 
disrupted by a whole host of technologies. The digital camera was just the beginning. 

For example, a little over a third of the survey’s respondents said they had researched their 
family history or worked on a family tree. That kind of activity got a whole lot easier the 
following year, when Paul Brent Allen and Dan Taggart launched Ancestry.com, which is now 
one of the largest online genealogical databases, with 3 million subscribers and 
approximately 10 billion records. Researching your family tree no longer means poring over 
documents in the local library. 

Similarly, when the survey was conducted, the Human Genome Project was still years away 
from mapping our DNA. Today, at-home DNA kits make it simple for anyone to order up 
their genetic profile. In the process, family secrets and unknown branches on those family 
trees are revealed, complicating the histories that families might tell about themselves. 

Finally, the survey asked whether respondents had watched a movie or television show 
about history in the last year; four-fifths responded that they had. The survey was 
conducted shortly before the 1 January 1995 launch of the History Channel, the cable 
channel that opened the floodgates on history-themed TV. These days, streaming services 
let people binge-watch historical documentaries and dramas on demand. 

Today, people aren’t just watching history. They’re recording it and sharing it in real time. 
Recall that Sasson’s MacGyvered digital camera included parts from a movie camera. In the 
early 2000s, cellphones with digital video recording emerged in Japan and South Korea and 
then spread to the rest of the world. As with the early still cameras, the initial quality of the 
video was poor, and memory limits kept the video clips short. But by the mid-2000s, digital 
video had become a standard feature on cellphones. 

As these technologies become commonplace, digital photos and video are revealing injustice 
and brutality in stark and powerful ways. In turn, they are rewriting the official narrative of 
history. A short video clip taken by a bystander with a mobile phone can now carry more 
authority than a government report. 

Maybe the best way to think about Rosenzweig and Thelen’s survey is that it captured a 
snapshot of public habits, just as those habits were about to change irrevocably. 

Digital cameras also changed how historians conduct their research 
For professional historians, the advent of digital photography has had other important 
implications. Lately, there’s been a lot of discussion about how digital cameras in general, 
and smartphones in particular, have changed the practice of historical research. At the 2020 



 

 

annual meeting of the American Historical Association, for instance, Ian Milligan, an 
associate professor at the University of Waterloo, in Canada, gave a talk in which he 
revealed that 96 percent of historians have no formal training in digital photography and yet 
the vast majority use digital photographs extensively in their work. About 40 percent said 
they took more than 2,000 digital photographs of archival material in their latest project. W. 
Patrick McCray of the University of California, Santa Barbara, told a writer with The 
Atlantic that he’d accumulated 77 gigabytes of digitized documents and imagery for his 
latest book project [an aspect of which he recently wrote about for Spectrum]. 

So let’s recap: In the last 45 years, Sasson took his first digital picture, digital cameras were 
brought into the mainstream and then embedded into another pivotal technology—the 
cellphone and then the smartphone—and people began taking photos with abandon, for 
any and every reason. And in the last 25 years, historians went from thinking that looking at 
a photograph within the past year was a significant marker of engagement with the past to 
themselves compiling gigabytes of archival images in pursuit of their research. 

Photos: Allison Marsh The author’s English Mastiff, Tildie, is eminently photographable (in the author’s opinion). 

 
So are those 1.4 trillion digital photographs that we’ll collectively take this year a part of 
history? I think it helps to consider how they fit into the overall historical narrative. A 
century ago, nobody, not even a science fiction writer, predicted that someone would take a 
photo of a parking lot to remember where they’d left their car. A century from now, who 
knows if people will still be doing the same thing. In that sense, even the most mundane 
digital photograph can serve as both a personal memory and a piece of the historical record. 

An abridged version of this article appears in the July 2020 print issue as “Born Digital.” 

Part of a continuing series looking at photographs of historical artifacts that embrace the 
boundless potential of technology. 

About the Author 
Allison Marsh is an Associate Professor of History at the University of South Carolina and Co-
Director of the University’s Ann Johnson Institute for Science, Technology & Society. 
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IPC Announces Paige Fiet as First IPC Board of Directors 
Student Liaison 

  
BANNOCKBURN, Ill., USA, June 30, 2020 — For the first time, the IPC 

Board of Directors will include an IPC student member with a full voting board 
seat, in response to increased student member involvement in IPC and the 

potential for student members, as the emerging workforce, to influence 
workforce development. Paige Fiet, president of the IPC Student Chapter at 

Michigan Technological University, was elected as the first IPC Board of 
Directors Student Member Liaison. The IPC Education Foundation (IPCEF) 

IPC Announces Paige Fiet as First IPC Board of Directors 
Student Liaison 

  

BANNOCKBURN, Ill., USA, June 30, 2020 — For the first time, the IPC 

Board of Directors will include an IPC student member with a full voting board 

seat, in response to increased student member involvement in IPC and the 

potential for student members, as the emerging workforce, to influence 

workforce development. Paige Fiet, president of the IPC Student Chapter at 

Michigan Technological University, was elected as the first IPC Board of 

Directors Student Member Liaison. The IPC Education Foundation (IPCEF) 

developed the nomination/election process with IPC Student Chapter advisors 

and every IPC Student Chapter member was eligible to vote. 

          “We discovered that our IPC student members are eager to learn more 

about the industry and to engage with IPC member companies to understand 

the skills needed to get a job,” said IPC President and CEO John Mitchell. 

“What better way to understand the student experience and to connect to our 

next generation of engineers than to add a full voting board seat for an IPC 

Student Chapter member? We are very excited to welcome Paige to the IPC 

Board of Directors.” 

          Currently a summer employee at Calumet Electronics, Fiet attends 

Michigan Technological University, where she is pursuing an electrical 



engineering degree with a biomed application. “It is an honor for me to have 

been chosen and I feel like I will get invaluable experience and insight into the 

inner-workings of IPC,” stated Fiet. “I hope to convey the needs of the 

students to the Board of Directors. I also intend to learn how to better reach 

the IPC Student Chapter members and show them how involvement with IPC 

can benefit them.” 

          As a student Board member, Fiet will have full voting rights and attend 

all Board meetings. Her role is focused on bringing a fresh perspective to the 

table, based on students’ needs and aspirations as a representative of her 

fellow IPC student members. She will serve until December 2021. 
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2020 
 
FED Conference  
17-18 September  
Augsburg, Germany 

IPCA Expo  
23-25 September  
India  

EIPC @ Evertiq Expo  
20 October 
Tampere, Finland  

TPCA Exhibition  
21-23 October  
Taipei, Taiwan  
 
EIPC @ Electronica 2020  
10-13 November  
München, Germany  

KPCA  
24-26 November  
Incheon, Korea  

ECWC15, WECC World Electronics Circuits Council  
30 November-2 December  
Shenzhen, China  

HKPCA Exhibition  
2-4 December  
Hong Kong, China 



 

 

 

2021 

EIPC @ SMTconnect 
4-6 May 
Nuremberg, Germany 


